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Abstract 
A new adaptive weighted image denoising algorithm is proposed, which uses the correlativity between the original 
image and the mean image. The first process distinguishes the noise spots according to the relations between the grey 
coefficients of incidence matrix which are calculated between the noise image and the mean image and the threshold 
value TH. The second one calculates the values of the noise spot according to the correlativity coefficients which is 
calculated between the noise image and the mean image on the 3×3 template and realizes the adaptive weighted 
image denoising. Finally, we choice the signal-to-noise ratio, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio and the mean error to test 
the denoising effect under the different noise level. The results show that this method may reduce the image fuzziness, 
preserve the integrity of edge and detail information, and has the good denoising effect. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction
Image denoising plays very important role in image processing. It follows from the fact that images are
obtained mainly from different electronic devices. It causes that many kinds of noise generated by these 
devices are present on such images. It is well known fact that medical images are characterized by 
Gaussian noise and astronomical images are corrupted by Poisson noise, to mention a few kinds of noise. 
Determination of the noise characteristic is not difficult and may be done automatically. The main 
problem is related to defining of efficient methods of image denoising. 
For the last decade, various denoising approaches have been proposed and proved to be efficient for 
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images as well as signals, for example wavelet transform, grey Degree of Incidence, the contourlet 
transform and so on. Nasri Mehdi [1] proposes a new thresholding function and some new adaptive 
learning types for image denoising in the wavelet domain. The proposed function can improve the 
efficiency of the denoising procedure. Cho Dongwok [2] presents three different wavelet shrinkage 
methods, namely NeighShrink, NeighSure and NeighLevel. Hou Yingkun[3] propose to replace the 
wavelet transform by adjusting some numerical parameters and present this parameter modification 
approach here. Nikpour M[4] presents a new method for image noise reduction based on anisotropic 
diffusion and wavelet transform. Li Gang[5] presents a novel image denoising algorithm based on grey 
absolute relational analysis of grey system theory. Li Junfeng[6] proposes a new method of the noise 
detection and a new adaptive weighted filter based on the grey system theory and the mean image. Hong 
Juntian[7] apply the grey correlation of grey theory to the area of mean noise reduction of image and 
optimize the value of the mean filter. Zhang Suwen[8]  presents a two-step denoising method with double 
threshold based on grey correlative degree. Hossain Foisal[9] proposes a new method of image denoising 
based on a new nonlinear thresholding function in Nonsubsampled Contourlet Transform domain. H. 
Rabbani [10] fit three univariate mixture distributions to the image coefficients in four sparse domains. By 
estimating the parameters of these mixture priors locally using adjacent coefficients in the same scale, 
characterise the heavy-tailed nature and the intrascale statistical dependency of these coefficients. Yan 
He[11] proposes a new approximate Shift-invariance NACT(SINACT). On this basis, a mixed statistical 
model image denoising method was presented based on SINACT.  
Lots of algorithms can remove noise while preserving some edge points of image, reduce the noise 
impact against the image edge blur and enhance the blurred edges. Image noise is usually caused by 
discrete the extreme points randomly, with the irregular distribution and size. However, these methods 
detect the noise according to the pixel information of the template, without considering the overall 
characteristics of the image. If the density of  noise is too dense, it prone to misjudge the situation. At the 
same time, these algorithms denoise based on the processing to the surrounding pixel of noise. If parts of 
the surrounding pixels are noise points, denoising effect is still not ideal. Based on this, this paper 
proposes a new method of the noise detection and a kind of adaptive weighted filter. At first, calculate the 
grey coefficients of incidence matrix between the noise image and the mean image, and distinguish the 
noise spots according to the relations between the grey coefficients of incidence matrix and the threshold 
value TH. Moreover, calculate the correlativity coefficients matrix between the noise image and the mean 
image. Taking the noise spot as the center, calculate the values of the noise spot by weighting between the 
correlativity coefficients matrix and the mean image on 3×3 the template, and realizes the adaptive 
weighting filter. Finally, the simulation testing has been carried on under the different noise level, and the 
denoising effect has been evaluated by using the signal-to-noise ratio, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio and the 
mean error objectively. The result shows that the proposed method may reduce the image fuzziness, 
preserve the integrity of edge and detail information, and has the good denoising effect. 
2. The correlativity index 
The correlativity indexes is a kind of analytical method based on microcosmic and macroscopical 
geometry comparability of behavior gene sequence, which is used to analyze and define the degree of 
gene’s influence on each other or the gene’s contribution to main behavior. It include included angle 
cosine, degree of grey incidence, the correlation coefficient, the theil inequality coefficient and the fuzzy 
similarity measure mainly. This paper mainly introduces the fuzzy similarity measure in the following. 
The concept of "fuzzy sets" was introduced by Zadeh as a means of characterization on input-output 
relations in an environment of imprecision, uncertainty, and incompleteness of information. Since Zadeh 
published his classic paper in 1965, fuzzy s set theory has received wide attention from researchers, and 
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gained a lot of achievements in a wide range of scientific areas. Herein, we briefly introduce the 
conception of fuzzy similarity measure. The conception of similarity is used to describe the degree of 
closeness of two sets. 
Definition 5 Let )(VF  be all the fuzzy sets of class . )(, VFBA ∈ , the similarity on  )(VF  is 
defined by mapping: ]1,0[)()(: →× VFVFρ .
It satisfies the following three axioms: 
(1) If BA = , then ),( BAρ  has a maximum value; If A  is mull set and B  is mull set, ),( BAρ
has a minimum value; 
(2) For all )(, VFBA ∈ , ),(),( ABBA ρρ =  hold on; 
(3) For all )(,, VFCBA ∈ , if CBA ⊇⊇ , or ABC ⊇⊇ , then ),(),( CABA ρρ = .
Actually, similarity describes the fuzzy relationship between two variables, which satisfying 
preceding basic axiom(1), (2)and (3) defined on )(VF . It indicates the closeness of two fuzzy sets. Vary 
expressions of similarity can be given: 
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3. Adaptive weighted filter based on the correlativity 
3.1. Noise detection 
Image filtering consists of two parts:  noise detection and the noise-point processing. Image noise is 
usually caused by discrete the extreme points randomly, with the irregular distribution and size. Image 
edge is the pixels that the gray of some direction change significantly and a certain direction gray pixels 
do not. In other words, the noise and the edge of image are rapidly changing gray pixels. The good noise 
detection algorithm is able to correctly distinguish between the noise points and edge points, or likely 
cause image blurring when denoising and lose image details. The grey relational analysis can solve this 
problem because the noise and the normal point are different in the grey degree of incidence of them. In 
general, the grey degree of incidence of the normal points is larger than the noise points’ relatively. 
Setting the appropriate threshold can remove noise. It is difficult to determine the reference sequence in 
the grey relational noise detection. However, these methods detect the noise according to the pixel 
information of the template, without considering the overall characteristics of the image. If the noise 
density is too dense, it is easy to misjudge the situation. Based on this, this paper proposes the new noise 
detection algorithm that taking mean image as a reference sequence. 
Set the I as noise pollution image which size is NM × , and the noise detection algorithm is as 
follow: 
(1) calculate the mean image 
Calculate the mean image by means of  the 3×3 template in this paper. At first, expand the image size 
to )2()2( +×+ NM  by the use of adding zero around the original image, and get image 1I . Moreover, 
taking the pixel ),( jiI of original image as the center, calculate the mean value of the 
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33× neighborhood ( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1[ ( , ), ( , 1), ( , 2), ( 1, ), ( 1, 1), ( 1, 2),iH I i j I i j I i j I i j I i j I i j= + + + + + + +
1 1( 2, ), ( 2, 1),I i j I i j+ + + )]2,2(1 ++ jiI ) of  its corresponding pixel )1,1(1 ++ jiI . Moving 
on in an orderly manner, get the mean image I that is same dims with I .
))((/)(),( 11 ii HfindlengthHsumjiI =                                                      (1) 
Where NjMi ,,2,1,,,2,1 "" == . ()find  is seeking the non-zero elements of vector and 
()length  is calculating the number of elements in the vector. 
(2) Noise Detection 
Taking the mean image I  and the noisy image I  as the reference image and the comparison image, 
calculate the grey relational coefficient of each pixel and get the grey relational coefficient matrix 
R which size is NM × . And each element ),( jiR denotes the relevance between the pixel ),( jiI of
noisy image and the pixel ),( jiI  of mean image. Given a threshold TH , when one of the elements of 
the grey relational coefficient matrix R is less than the threshold, the corresponding pixel of  noisy image 
is noise point. 
3.2. The denoising 
The existing algorithms calculate the weighted average of each pixel by a certain size template and 
instead of the grey value of noise using it. This process has certain limitations, especially the template 
pixels are more noise, and the denoising effect far from ideal. The main reason for this result is that the 
weighted average takes noisy image template as the basis and does not consider the statistical properties 
of noise. Based on this, we use the mean image to weighted average. And the noise processing algorithm 
is as follows: 
              (1)  Calculate correlativity coefficient matrix between the noisy image and the mean image 
Get 33×  template iH  of the noisy image I which takes the noise as the center point and the 
corresponding 33×  template iH  of  the mean image I :
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where ),( jiI is noise point. ;1,,3,2 −= Mi " 1,,3,2 −= Nj " .
Calculate the correlativity coefficient ( , )C i j  between  iH  and iH , and get the correlativity 
coefficient matrixC .
(2) Noise processing 
Suppose the ),( jiI is the noise point. Get 33×  template  iH of the mean image I  which takes the 
noise as the center point and the corresponding 33×  template iC  of  the correlativity coefficient 
matrix C . Based on iH and iC ,  calculate the weighted average value and  replace the noise pixel value. 
( , ) ( ( . )) / ( )i i iI i j sum sum H c sum c= ∗  
It can be seen form the noise processing that the reference templates and the comparison templates are 
changing when the noise point varying. Moreover, their correlativity coefficient matrix is different. In 
other words, the each pixel weight value of  I is  changing. So we can achieve adaptive weighted filter. 
4. Experiment and analysis 
In this experiment, use the Lena image which size is 512 × 512 to operate. The Lena image has the 
more gray-level and texture, and a certain representation. The algorithm in this article is operating in 
matlab7.0. In order to determine this article algorithm pros and cons, this paper use SNR, PSNR and  
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MSE  that are objective evaluation indicators of  image quality to compare the denoising results. The 
comparative results are as shown from table1 to table 3 respectively. 
        (a) Lena image                    (b) The 0. 01 salt & pepper        (c) The 0. 1 salt & pepper            (d) The 0. 3 salt & pepper 
noise intensity                            noise intensity                               noise intensity 
Fig. 1. the original Lena image and the noise pollution image 
Table 1.  The  objective evaluation table of denoising result against the 0. 01salt & pepper noise intensity 
Algorithm  SNR MSE PSNR
Included angle cosine 30.3260 0.2454 54.2315
Degree of Grey incidence 31.1466 0.0905 58.5629
Correlation coefficient 33.0830 0.0580 60.4992
Theil inequality coefficient 34.8409 0.0387 62.2571 
Literature [7] 29.9090 1.7582 45.6802
Literature [8] 29.6149 1.8813 45.3861
Table 2. The  objective evaluation table of denoising result against the 0. 1salt & pepper noise intensity 
Algorithm SNR MSE PSNR
Included angle cosine 20.2829 1.1045 47.6991
Degree of grey incidence 22.2273 0.7059 49.6435
Correlation coefficient 23.2032 0.5638 50.6194
Theil inequality coefficient 22.4623 0.6687 49.8785 
Literature [7] 19.0157 21.5968 34.7869
Literature [8] 14.9477 55.1052 30.7189
Table 3. The  objective evaluation table of denoising result against the 0. 3alt & pepper noise intensity 
Algorithm SNR MSE PSNR
Included angle cosine 19.8811 1.2116 47.2973
Degree of grey incidence 21.1350 0.9077 48.5512
Correlation coefficient 21.8128 0.7766 49.2290
Theil inequality coefficient 21.2781 0.8763 48.6943
Literature [7] 9.1731 208.2797 24.9443
Literature [8] 4.4426 619.0136 20.2138
From the table 1 to table 3, we can see the proposed method may reduce the image fuzziness, preserve 
the integrity of edge and detail information, and has the good denoising effect. But, during the experiment, 
we find that the denoising result is conditioned by the threshold TH . If the threshold take larger, some of 
edge points may be regarded as noise-point, and the edges will blur while in the denoising. If the 
threshold take smaller, although a lot of edge detail can be kept, but will miss some of the noise and the 
denoising effect is not very satisfactory. It can be seen that obtaining an appropriate threshold is essential. 
5. Conclusion 
Image denoising plays very important role in image processing. It follows from the fact that images are 
obtained mainly from different electronic devices. It causes that many kinds of noise generated by these 
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devices are present on such images. This paper proposes a new method of the noise detection and a kind 
of adaptive weighted filter. The simulation testing has been carried on under the different noise level, and 
the denoising effect has been evaluated by using the signal-to-noise ratio, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio and 
the mean error objectively. The result shows that the proposed method may reduce the image fuzziness, 
preserve the integrity of edge and detail information, and has the good denoising effect. 
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